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By Rowan Casey

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.On the run and hunting for trouble. Hannah
Price and Daniel Montgomery, two teens living in a Brooklyn group home, just learned they were
actually reincarnated Knights of the Round Table, tasked by illusionist Dante Grimm to locate the
fabled Horn of Bran Galed, one of twelve mystic artifacts that, together, can save the world.
Accepting the challenge, Hannah s reckless bravery and Daniel s sight guide them across Brooklyn,
from jazz clubs to underground subway communities, always looking over their shoulder and
worrying who might be after them next. Overshadowing them is the Moderator, leader of the White
Mountain Worshippers, a new organization that preaches borderless unity. He, too, wants the Horn.
His connection to the knights and Grimm threatens to upend their quest. With the odds stacked
against them, Hannah and Daniel have only their newfound friendship to trust. But, will that be
enough to let them find the Horn before the forces against them triumph? And what happens
should they fail? Arthurian myth meets urban fantasy in this new series from Rowan Casey!.
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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